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Abstract: Sentiment Analysis is becoming an essential task for academics, as well as for commer‑
cial companies. However, most current approaches only identify the overall polarity of a sentence,
instead of the polarity of each aspect mentioned in the sentence. Aspect‑Based Sentiment Analysis
(ABSA) identifies the aspects within the given sentence, and the sentiment that was expressed for
each aspect. Recently, the use of pre‑trained models such as BERT has achieved state‑of‑the‑art re‑
sults in the field of natural language processing. In this paper, we propose two ensemble models
based onmultilingual‑BERT, namely, mBERT‑E‑MV andmBERT‑E‑AS. Using differentmethods, we
construct an auxiliary sentence from this aspect and convert the ABSA problem to a sentence‑pair
classification task. We then fine‑tune different pre‑trained BERT models and ensemble them for a
final prediction based on the proposed model; we achieve new, state‑of‑the‑art results for datasets
belonging to different domains in the Hindi language.

Keywords: aspect‑based sentiment analysis; BERT; classification; ensemble; Hindi

1. Introduction
Sentiment analysis (SA) [1–4] is one of themost critical tasks in the field of natural lan‑

guage processing (NLP). It is the process of analyzing and summarizing users’ opinions
and emotions as expressed in a sentence. In simple words, in SA, we determine whether
the underlying sentiment in a piece of text is positive, negative, or neutral. This has gained
attention in academia and business, particularly when identifying customer satisfaction
with products and services, offering valuable feedback on websites such as Flipkart, Ama‑
zon, etc., through online reviews.

In the last decade, the popularity of e‑commerce websites among consumers has in‑
creased tremendously. Users are sharing their experiences online regarding the products
and services that they have used. There is a steep increase in the number of online reviews
that are being posted daily. These opinions and feedback act as ameasure for the goodness
of the products and services. Reading all these reviews is time‑consuming and analyzing
them is practically challenging. Therefore, there is a need for automation to effectively
maintain and analyze these reviews. Reviews are used for decision‑making by the orga‑
nizations as well as the consumers. Consumers decide or confirm which products to buy
based on the reviews, while organizations tend to improve or develop new products, plan
marketing strategies and campaigns, etc.

Early studies in this field were centered only on detecting the overall polarity of a
sentence, irrespective of the entities to which they referred (e.g., mobiles) and their aspects
(camera, display, etc.). The basic assumption behind this task is that there is a single over‑
all polarity for the whole review sentence. The sentence, however, can include various
aspects, e.g., “This mobile comes with 6.53‑inch AMOLED display which is pretty good but the
16MP camera disappoints”. The polarity of the aspect ‘display’ is Positive, while the polarity
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of the aspect ‘camera’ is Negative. The goal of Aspect‑Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) is
to consider fine‑grained polarity against a particular aspect. This task is especially use‑
ful because a consumer may analyze the aggregated sentiment for each aspect of a given
product and obtain a more in‑depth understanding of its quality.

The ABSA task is analogous to learning the Aspect Category Detection subtask and the
Aspect Category Polarity subtask at the same time.

Aspect Category Detection: This is a multi‑label classification problem. In this task,
we are provided a set of sentences and a pre‑defined set of aspect categories, e.g., (FOOD,
PRICE, etc.). The objective is to detect all the aspect categories that are discussed in each
sentence. Typically, the aspect terms do not appear in the sentences aswords. For instance,
in the example, “Delicious but expensive”, the adjectives, ‘delicious’ and ‘expensive’ implies
the presence of aspect categories FOOD and PRICE in the sentence.

Aspect Category Polarity: It is a multi‑class classification problem. In this task, given
the aspect categories for each review sentence, the objective is to decide the sentiment
polarity (positive, negative, neutral, or conflict) of each aspect category present in the sentence.
The ‘conflict’polarity is assigned to an aspectwhen it has both the ‘positive’ and the ‘negative’
sentiments associated with it. For example, in the sentence, “The pizza was good but the
burger was tasteless”, the aspect Food has the conflict polarity.

An example of the ABSA task is presented in Table 1. There are two aspects present
in the sentence: one is Food, and the other is Service. The polarity of aspect Food is negative,
while the polarity of Service is positive.

Table 1. An example for the ABSA task. The first subtask is to identify the two aspects present in
the sentence: one is Food; the other is Service. The second subtask is to predict the polarity of both
the aspects. The polarity of Food is negative, while the polarity of Service is positive.

Sentence:
I liked the service and the staff, but the pizza was below par.

Aspect Category Sentiment Polarity

Food Negative
Service Positive

Recently, pre‑trained language models, such as ELMo [5], OpenAI GPT [6], and
BERT [7], have demonstrated their efficacy in solving many natural language‑processing
problems. BERT has performed exceptionally well on Question Answering (QA), and Nat‑
ural Language Inference (NLI) tasks [7], both ofwhich are sentence‑pair classification tasks.
However, direct application of the BERT model does not result in significant improve‑
ments in the ABSA task. The authors in [8] assumed that this was due to the unsuitable
application of the BERT model.

Before the introduction of Transformers [9] in 2017, language models mainly used
RNNs and CNNs to perform NLP tasks. The Transformer is a significant improvement as
it doesn’t need text to be processed in any predetermined order. Also, Transformers allow
training on a massive amount of data in very little time. They are the basis for models
like BERT.

Word embedding models like GloVe [10], and word2vec [11] map each word to a
vector that tries to represent some aspects of the word’s meaning. Word embeddings are
useful for many NLP tasks, but some limitations prevent them from being used. There
is a limitation to what these word models can capture, as they are not trained on deep
modeling tasks, so they cannot effectively represent the negation of words and word com‑
binations. Another significant flaw is that these models ignore the context of the words.
For example, the word ‘bank’ has different meanings in the sentences “He opened a new ac‑
count in the bank” and “A dead body was found on the bank of the river”. However, embedding
methodswill assign the same vector for theword ‘bank’ in both sentences, so a single vector
is forced to capture both meanings.
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The above drawbacks were motivated by context‑based language models that train a
neural network to assign a vector to one word, based on either the surrounding context or
the entire sentence. For example, the sentence, “He opened a new account in the bank”, rep‑
resents ‘account’ based on the word’s context. A unidirectional model represents ‘account’
based on “He opened a new” but not “in the bank”. However, a bidirectional contextual
model represents ‘account’ using the context—“He opened a new…in the bank”.

OpenAIGPT, ELMo, and BERT are examples of transfer‑learning‑basedmodels. Ope‑
nAI GPT and ELMo were previous state‑of‑the‑art contextual pre‑training methods. Ope‑
nAI GPT is unidirectional, based on a unidirectional Transformer. ELMo is shallowly bidi‑
rectional. Two LSTMs are trained independently: one is left‑to‑right, and the other is right‑
to‑left. Then, the learned embeddings are concatenated to generate the features that are
used in downstream tasks. Only BERT is deeply bidirectional. In BERT, representations
are learned based on both left and right contexts. ELMo is a feature‑based approach, while
the other two are fine‑tuning approaches.

In this paper, we propose two ensemble models based onmultilingual BERT, namely,
mBERT‑E‑MV and mBERT‑E‑AS. As mBERT can take a single sentence or a pair of sen‑
tences as input, we transform ABSA task into a sentence‑pair classification task by con‑
structing an auxiliary sentence using aspect. Then, we fine‑tune different pre‑trained
mBERT models for each auxiliary sentence construction method, based on the newly gen‑
erated task. Finally, we ensemble the models using majority voting and average score
for final prediction, and achieve state‑of‑the‑art results on datasets belonging to different
domains in the Hindi language.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows:
1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the transfer‑learning‑basedmethod

has been used for aspect‑based sentiment analysis in the Indian language;
2. The proposed methodology can be treated as a baseline for solving further problems

involving Indian languages.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 summarizes the relevantworks

in the field of aspect‑based sentiment analysis. Section 3 discusses the methodology of the
proposed framework. Section 4 presents the datasets used in the experiments and the
experimental results. The paper concludes with the derived conclusions and the scope for
the future presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work
In prior works for ABSA,methods related tomachine learningwere dominant [12,13].

They were primarily concentrated on the extraction of hand‑crafted lexical and seman‑
tic features [14]. The authors [15] proposed sentiment‑specific word embedding. Such
feature‑engineering‑based studies require professional‑level knowledge in linguistics and
have limitations regarding the achievement of the best possible performance. An SVM‑
based model was proposed in [16], which used word‑aspect‑association lexicons for sen‑
timent classification. The authors [17] proposed a multi‑kernel approach for aspect cat‑
egory detection. Previous aspect‑based techniques did not appropriately adapt general
lexicons in the context of aspect‑based datasets, resulting in a reduced performance. The
authors in [18] presented extensions of two lexicon generation methods to handle this
problem: one using a genetic algorithm and the other using statistical methods. They
combined the generated lexicons with the well‑known static lexicons to categorize these
aspects into reviews.

Neural networks can dynamically extract features without feature engineering. They
can transform the original features into continuous, low‑dimensional vectors because of
this ability; they have been gaining huge popularity in ABSA. The sentences and aspects
were independently modeled using two separate LSTMmodels in [19]. Then, pooling op‑
eration was performed to measure the attention given to the sentences and aspects. In
recent years, with the increased use of attention mechanisms in deep learning models,
many researchers have incorporated them into RNNs [20–22], CNNs [23], and memory
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networks [22,24]. This enables the model to learn various attention distribution levels for
different aspects, as well as create attention‑based embeddings. The authors [22] proposed
the use of delayed, context‑aware updates with a memory network. Context‑aware em‑
beddings were generated using interaction‑based embedding layers in [25]. To handle
the complications and increase the expressive power of LSTM, several attention layers
were used with LSTM in [20,26]. In [21], Attention‑Based LSTM with Aspect Embedding
(ATAE‑LSTM) was proposed, which focused on identifying the sentiment‑carrying words
that were relatively correlated with the entity or target.

Most recently, the authors have used transfer‑learning‑based models. BERT has been
used in various papers [27,28] to produce contextualized embeddings for input sentences,
which were subsequently used to identify the sentiment for target‑aspect pairs. The au‑
thors in [29,30] used BERT as the embedding layer, while the authors in [31] used a fine‑
tuning approach for BERT, with an additional layer acting as the classification layer. BERT
was fine‑tuned for Targeted Aspect‑Based Sentiment Analysis (TABSA) in recent
works [32,33] by altering the top‑most classification layer to include the targets and as‑
pects. Instead of utilizing the top‑most classification layer of BERT, the authors in [34] in‑
vestigated the possibility of using the semantic knowledge present in BERT’s intermediate
layers to improve BERTs fine‑tuning performance. The authors [8] proposed the construc‑
tion of sentences from the target–aspect pairs, before feeding them to BERT to fully utilize
the power of BERT models. However, BERT’s input format is limited to a sequence of
words that cannot provide more contextual information. To overcome this issue, authors
in [35] introduced GBCN, a new method that enhances and controls the BERT representa‑
tion for ABSA by combining a gating mechanism with context‑aware aspect embeddings.
The input texts are first fed into the BERT and context‑aware embedding layers, resulting
in independent BERT representations and refined context‑aware embeddings. The most
associated information chosen in this context is contained in these refined embeddings.
The flow of sentiment information between these context‑aware vectors and the output of
the BERT encoding layer is then dynamically controlled by employing gating units.

However, these works are mainly carried out in the English language. For Indian
languages, most of the existing works aim to classify the sentiments at either the sentence‑
or at document level. ABSA in Indian languages is still an open challenge, as minimal
resources are available, and hardly any significant work has been performed in this field
in Indian languages. The authors [36] used different models such as Decision Tree, Naive
Bayes, and a sequential minimal optimization implementation of SVM (SMO) to solve the
ABSA problem in the Hindi language. They used lexical features such as n‑grams, non‑
contiguous n‑grams, and character n‑grams, together with a PoS tag and semantic orien‑
tation (SO) score [37], for polarity classification.

The author [38] showed the relationship between affective computing and sentiment
analysis. The primary tasks of affective computing and sentiment analysis are emotion
recognition and polarity detection. They can enhance the customer relationship manage‑
ment and recommendation system abilities, for example, to reveal which features cus‑
tomers enjoy or should be excluded from a recommendations system that received neg‑
ative feedback. In [39], the authors showed a range of the current approaches and tools
for multilingual sentiment analysis. In addition to the challenge of understanding the for‑
mal textual content, it is also essential to consider the informal language, which is often
coupled with localized slang, to express ‘true’ feelings.

The authors proposed BabelSenticNet [40], the first multilingual concept‑level knowl‑
edge base for sentiment analysis. The system was tested on 40 languages, proving the
method’s robustness and its potential for utility in future research.

The authors [41] proposed an attention‑based bidirectional CNN‑RNN deep model
for sentiment analysis (ABCDM). The effectiveness of ABCDM is evaluated on five reviews
and three Twitter datasets. It showed thatABCDMachieves state‑of‑the‑art results for both
long‑review and short‑tweet polarity classification.
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In [42], the authors proposed a multi‑task ensemble [43] framework of three deep
learningmodels (i.e., CNN, LSTM, andGRU) and a hand‑crafted feature representation for
the predictions. The experimental results suggest that the proposedmulti‑task framework
outperformed the single‑task frameworks in all experiments.

3. Proposed System
Wepropose two ensemblemodels, namely,mBERT‑Ensemble‑MajorityVote (mBERT‑

E‑MV) andmBERT‑Ensemble‑Average Score (mBERT‑E‑AS). Figure 1 shows theworkflow
for both the ensemble methods. At first, auxiliary sentences are constructed from the
aspect information using four auxiliary sentence construction methods, namely Natural
Language Inference—Multi (NLI‑M), Question Answering—Multi (QA‑M), Natural Lan‑
guage Inference—Binary (NLI‑B), and Question Answering—Binary (QA‑B), which are
discussed in the following subsection. Then, the constructed auxiliary sentence and the
input review sentence are fed to theWordPiece tokenizer, which breaks the two sentences
into a stream of tokens. Segment embeddings and position embeddings are then added
to the token embeddings. Then, the generated token sequences are fed to four different
mBERT models for fine‑tuning. After fine‑tuning, each mBERT model predicts the output
label and softmax scores for every label. The final step is to aggregate the four predictions
and make a final prediction. The two ensemble models are similar to each other except for
this aggregation step. The mBERT‑E‑MV model makes the final label prediction based on
the majority of the output labels. In contrast, the mBERT‑E‑ASmodel averages the output
softmax scores of the four mBERT models and outputs the label’s highest softmax score.

Figure 1. Workflow for mBERT‑E‑MV and mBERT‑E‑AS ensemble models. At first, auxiliary sentences are constructed
from the aspect information using four auxiliary sentence construction methods, namely NLI‑M, QA‑M, NLI‑B, and QA‑B.
Then, the constructed auxiliary sentence and the input review sentence are fed to the WordPiece tokenizer. The final step
is to aggregate the four predictions and make a final prediction.

3.1. Auxiliary Sentence Construction
To obtain better results from the mBERT model, we transform the ABSA task into

a sentence‑pair classification task. Apart from the original input text review, we need to
add an auxiliary sentence for each input sentence. We use the following four methods,
proposed in [8] to construct an auxiliary sentence.
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3.1.1. QA‑M
In this method, we generate the sentence as a question using the aspect. The format

of the question should be the same for all the auxiliary sentences. For example, if the
aspect pair is price, then the format of the question generated can be “what do you think of
the price ?”.

3.1.2. NLI‑M
In this method, we do not generate a full standard sentence but a simple pseudo‑

sentence. The format for this is much simpler. For example, if the aspect is price, the
auxiliary sentence is: “price”.

3.1.3. QA‑B
In thismethod, we also use the label informationwhile creating the auxiliary sentence

Therefore, the ABSA problem is temporarily transformed into a binary classification prob‑
lem yes, no. For each aspect, three sequences have to be generated. For example, suppose
the aspect is price, then the three sequences are “the polarity of the aspect price is positive”,
“the polarity of the aspect price is negative”, “the polarity of the aspect price is none”. The class
of the sequence for which we obtain the highest probability value of ‘yes’ is chosen as the
predicted category.

3.1.4. NLI‑B
Thismethod is similar toQA‑B,with the only difference being thatwegenerate pseudo‑

sentence instead of a standard sentence. For example, if the aspect is price, the auxiliary
sentences are: “price—positive”, “price—negative”, and “price—none”.

All four methods are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. The form of auxiliary sentences generated using the auxiliary sentence construction meth‑
ods and the expected output labels for the newly generated sentence‑pair classification task.

Method Auxiliary Sentence Output

QA‑M Question without sentiment polarity Sentiment Polarity
NLI‑M Pseudo‑sentence without sentiment polarity Sentiment Polarity
QA‑B Question with sentiment polarity {yes, no}
NLI‑B Pseudo‑sentence with sentiment polarity {yes, no}

3.2. Fine‑Tuning Pre‑Trained mBERT
Since mBERT is already pre‑trained on a large corpus, we can now use it to fine‑tune

the ABSA task. Next, we discuss the input data representation and the process of fine‑
tuning.

3.2.1. Input Representation
We feed the original review and the constructed auxiliary sentence to the WordPiece

embedder that converts the two sentences into a sequence of tokens. A unique classifica‑
tion token ([CLS]) is present at the first position of each sequence, which is used for the
classification task. Two separating tokens ([SEP]) are also added: one after the tokens cor‑
responding to the original review, and another after those corresponding to the auxiliary
sentence. The first ([SEP]) token acts as the separator for the two sentences, and the second
([SEP]) token signifies the end of the token sequence.

In mBERT, two sentences are fed at a time into the model. So there is a need for
segment embeddings that tells the mBERT model how to distinguish between the two
inputs in a given pair. Suppose the two sentences are “My dog is cute” and “He likes playing”.
This layer has only two vector representations. All tokens that belong to the first sentence
are assigned to the first vector, while all tokens that belong to the second sentence are
assigned to the second vector.
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mBERT is based on Transformers, which do not encode the sequential information
of the input [9]. For input text, “I do, what I think”, both ‘I’s should have different vector
representations. That is why positional embeddings are required. mBERT learns a vector
representation for each position during training. Every word present at the same position
has the same position embedding. Hence, for input texts like “Good job” and “Well done”,
both ‘Good’ and ‘Well’ have same position embeddings. Similarly, both ‘job’ and ‘done’
will have the same representation.

The relevant token, segment, and position embeddings are added together to form
the input representation for a given token.

3.2.2. Fine‑Tuning Procedure
Fine‑tuning mBERT is pretty straightforward. The final hidden state corresponding

to the ([CLS]) token is considered as the fixed‑dimensional pooled representation of the
input sequence. We denote this vector as C ∈ RH , where H is the size of the hidden state.
This is fed to a classification layer with parameter matrix W ∈ RK×H , where K denotes the
number of labels. Finally, the softmax function P = softmax(CWT), is used to calculate the
probability for each label.

3.3. Ensembling mBERT Models
After fine‑tuning, eachmBERTmodel predicts the output label and softmax scores for

every label. The final step is to aggregate the four predictions and make a final prediction.
The aggregation process uses two methods: one is based on majority voting, the other is
based on average scoring. ThemBERT‑E‑MV model makes the final label prediction based
on the majority of the output labels, while the mBERT‑E‑AS model averages the output
softmax scores of the four mBERT models and outputs the label with the highest softmax
score.

4. Experiments and Discussion
4.1. Dataset Description

For the aspect categorydetection and sentiment classification task, therewas nodataset
available for the Indian languages; therefore, authors in [36] introduced the IIT‑Patna
Hindi Reviews dataset to facilitate research in this field for Indian languages. They col‑
lected user reviews from various Hindi websites and annotated them manually using a
pre‑defined set of aspect categories. The reviews belong to four different domains, which
are discussed below.

4.1.1. Electronics
The Electronics domain contains 3614 reviews for different electronic items like ‘Lap‑

tops’, ‘Tablets’, ‘Mobiles’, ‘Televisions’, ‘Speakers’, ‘Headphones’, ‘Cameras’, ‘Home Appliances’
and ‘Smartwatches’. The six pre‑defined aspect categories for this domain are: ‘Hardware’,
‘Software’, ‘Design’, ‘Price’, ‘Ease of use’ and ‘Miscellaneous’. For every aspect, a polarity class
among ‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, ‘Neutral’ and ‘Conflict’ is also provided. Table 3 shows the dis‑
tribution of instances for each aspect and polarity. Some examples of input sentences and
output labels for this domain are presented in Table 4.
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Table 3. Number of annotated aspects and their sentiments in IIT‑Patna Hindi Reviews dataset:
Electronics domain

Category Polarity
Positive Negative Neutral Conflict Total

Hardware 700 261 763 73 1797
Software 160 55 149 6 370
Design 305 69 137 13 524
Price 110 31 83 4 228
Ease of use 70 19 30 3 122
Miscellaneous 290 89 173 21 573

Total 1635 524 1335 120 3614

Table 4. Examples of input sentences and output labels from the IIT‑Patna Hindi Reviews Dataset
for Electronics domain. The label contains the aspect and its polarity, respectively.

Sentence:
हमारे लगातार वी डयो प्लेबैक टेस्ट में एक्सपी रया टेबलेट जेड क बैटरी लगभग 5 घंटे तक चलती है , जो क
एक मध्यम स्तर का बैटरी परफॉरमेंस है।
Translated:
The Xperia Tablet Z’s battery lasted about 5 h in our continuous video playback test,
which is a moderate level of battery performance.
Labels:
(Hardware, Neutral)

Sentence:
य द क्वा लट क बात करें तो कैमरा बहुत खास नहीं है ले कन जस क मत में यह डवाइस मल रहा है उस हसाब
से कैमरा क्वा लट अच्छ है।
Translated:
If we talk about quality, then the camera is not very special, but given the price at which
this device is available, the camera quality is good.
Labels:
(Price, Positive)
(Hardware, Conflict)

4.1.2. Mobile Apps
TheMobile Apps domain contains 197 reviews for various mobile apps. The four pre‑

defined aspect categories for this domain are: ‘Price’, ‘Ease of use’, ‘GUI’ and ‘Miscellaneous’.
The aspect ‘GUI’ refers to the graphical user interface of the app. For every aspect, a polarity
class of ‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, ‘Neutral’ and ‘Conflict’ is also provided. Table 5 shows the
distribution of instances for each aspect and polarity. Some examples of input sentences
and output labels for this domain are presented in Table 6.

Table 5. Number of annotated aspects and their sentiments in IIT‑Patna Hindi Reviews dataset:
Mobile Apps domain

Category Polarity
Positive Negative Neutral Conflict Total

Price 4 0 6 0 10
Ease of use 18 4 3 1 26
GUI 14 5 8 0 27
Miscellaneous 64 13 57 0 134
Total 100 22 74 1 197
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Table 6. Examples of input sentences and output labels from the IIT‑Patna Hindi Reviews Dataset
for Mobile Apps domain. The label contains the aspect and its polarity, respectively.

Sentence:
60 रूपये प्र त माह में लाइव ट वी स्ट्र मग और ऑन- डमांड सेक्शन में उपलब्ध एक मै सव मूवी लाइब्रेरी, यह
बुरा सौदा नहीं है।
Translated:
60 rupees per month for live TV streaming and a massive movie library available in the
on‑demand section, it’s not a bad deal.
Labels:
(Price, Neutral)
(Miscellaneous, Positive)

Sentence:
इस एप्लीकेशन का लेआउट काफ साफ है और डाउनलोड लक को सीधे एप्लीकेशन में पेस्ट करने क सु वधा है।
Translated:
The layout of this application is very clean, and there is a facility to paste the download
link directly into the application.
Labels:
(GUI, Positive)

4.1.3. Travel
The Travel domain contains 565 reviews for different tourist places. The four pre‑

defined aspect categories for this domain are: ‘Place’, ‘Reachability’, ‘Scenery’ and ‘Miscella‑
neous’. The aspect ‘Reachability’ signifies the convenience in reaching the destination. For
every aspect, a polarity class among ‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, ‘Neutral’ and ‘Conflict’ is also pro‑
vided. Table 7 shows the distribution of instances for each aspect and polarity. Some
examples of input sentences and output labels for this domain are presented in Table 8.

4.1.4. Movies
The Movies domain contains 878 reviews for different movies. The four pre‑defined

aspect categories for this domain are: ‘Story’, ‘Performance’, ‘Music’ and ‘Miscellaneous’. The
aspect ‘Performance’ covers various prospects of the movie, such as action, direction, etc.
For every aspect, a polarity class among ‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, ‘Neutral’ and ‘Conflict’ is also
provided. Table 9 shows the distribution of instances for each aspect and polarity. Some
examples of input sentences and output labels for this domain are presented in Table 10.

Table 7. Number of annotated aspects and their sentiments in IIT‑Patna Hindi Reviews dataset:
Travel domain

Category Polarity
Positive Negative Neutral Conflict Total

Place 195 5 103 1 304
Reachability 7 9 19 0 35
Scenery 97 1 24 0 122
Miscellaneous 57 6 41 0 104
Total 356 21 187 1 565
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Table 8. Examples of input sentences and output labels from the IIT‑Patna Hindi Reviews Dataset
for Travel domain. The label contains the aspect and its polarity, respectively.

Sentence:
साल भर बफर् से लदे रहने वाले गगन चूमते पवर्त, प्राकृ तक सौंदयर् के मा लक मनाली के पयर्टन स्थल और देव-
संस्कृ त आ द यहां आने वाले पयर्टकों के दलों में गहराई तक उतर जाते हैं।
Translated:
The sky kissing mountains, which are covered with snow throughout the year, the
tourist places of Manali, the owner of natural beauty and the God‑culture etc., get deep
into the hearts of the tourists visiting here.
Labels:
(Place, Positive)
(Scenery, Positive)

Sentence:
इस कले में पहुंचने के लए एक खड़े और घुमावदार मागर् से होकर जाना होता है।
Translated:
One has to go through a steep and winding route to reach this fort.
Labels:
(Reachability, Negative)

Table 9. Number of annotated aspects and their sentiments in IIT‑Patna Hindi Reviews dataset:
Movies domain

Category Polarity
Positive Negative Neutral Conflict Total

Story 6 11 17 1 35
Performance 109 35 95 5 244
Music 14 5 8 0 27
Miscellaneous 30 17 525 0 572
Total 159 68 645 6 878

Table 10. Examples of input sentences and output labels from the IIT‑Patna Hindi Reviews Dataset
for Movies domain. The label contains the aspect and its polarity, respectively.

Sentence:
दबाकर बनज ने शर ददु बनज क सभी 32कहा नयों के अ धकार लेकर उन्हें अपनी फल्म ' डटे क्टव ब्योमकेश
बक्शी' में सु वधानुसार इस्तेमाल कया है।
Translated:
Dibakar Banerjee has taken the rights of all 32 stories of Sharadindu Banerjee and used
them conveniently in his film ’Detective Byomkesh Bakshi’.
Labels:
(Story, Neutral)

Sentence:
यहां तक क इस फल्म के कलाकारों क ए क्टंग ऐसी है क लगता है वे नशे में जरुरत से ज्यादा ऊजार्वान है और
उनका उत्साह चढ़ानेवाला है।
Translated:
Even the acting of the actors of this film is such that it seems that they aremore energetic
than necessary while intoxicated and their enthusiasm is irritating.
Labels:
(Performance, Negative)

4.2. Result Analysis
For fine‑tuning, weuse themultilingual‑casedBERT‑base pre‑trainedmodel onHindi

datasets. For the model, the number of transformer blocks and the self‑attention heads is
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12 each, the size of the hidden layer is 768, and the total number of parameters is 110M. The
dropout probability is set at 0.1 while fine‑tuning. The optimizer used is ‘Adam’ and the
activation function is ‘gelu’. Table 11 summarizes the different hyperparameters’ values
used in the experiments.

Table 11. Hyperparameters’ values used in the experiments for different datasets.

Datasets Max Sequence Batch Learning Training
Length Size Rate Epochs

IIT‑Patna Hindi: Electronics 128 16 5 × 10−6 14
IIT‑Patna Hindi: Mobile Apps 128 16 5 × 10−6 9
IIT‑Patna Hindi: Travel 128 16 5 × 10−6 8
IIT‑Patna Hindi: Movies 128 16 5 × 10−6 8

All experiments were conducted on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPU @ 2.20 GHz,
96 GB RAM, and NVIDIA Quadro P5000 graphic card with 16 GB memory. The results of
the various datasets are presented in the following sections.

For each domain in the IIT‑Patna Hindi reviews dataset, a separate mBERT ensemble
model is trained. For the experiments, all four datasets are split into training and testing
sets in the ratio of 4:1. The results obtained for each domain are presented in the following
subsections. We use the results reported in [36] for comparison purposes. The authors
in [36] used two techniques, the (i) binary relevance approach and (ii) label powerset ap‑
proach, to solve the multi‑label aspect category detection subtask. In the binary relevance
approach, the first n distinct models are build for each n unique label. Then, the final pre‑
diction is produced by combining the predictions of the n models. However, in the label
powerset approach, each label combination is treated as a unique label. The model is then
trained and evaluated on these labels.

For all the datasets, we have compared our ensemblemodelswith the best‑performing
individual mBERT model.

4.2.1. Electronics
The results obtained for the Electronics domain are presented in Table 12. It was ob‑

served that both mBERT‑E‑MV and mBERT‑E‑AS models achieved much better results
than the previous models on both the subtasks. The mBERT‑E‑MV model achieved the
best F1‑score on the aspect category detection task while mBERT‑E‑AS achieved the best
accuracy on the aspect polarity classification task.

Table 12. Results of Aspect Category Detection andAspect Polarity Classification tasks for IIT‑Patna
Hindi Reviews Dataset: Electronics domain.

Method
Aspect Category Detection PolarityBinary Relevance Label Powerset

P R F1 P R F1 Accuracy
NB [36] 31.62 37.63 34.37 48.00 45.05 46.46 50.95
DT [36] 49.61 17.28 25.63 31.73 31.73 31.73 54.48
SMO [36] 26.70 46.93 34.03 39.36 44.90 41.94 51.07
Method Precision Recall F1‑Score Accuracy
mBERT‑QA‑M 80.71 67.11 73.28 65.90
mBERT‑E‑MV 84.39 66.31 74.26 69.95
mBERT‑E‑AS 84.53 64.82 73.38 70.49

4.2.2. Mobile Apps
The results obtained for the Mobile Apps domain are presented in Table 13. Both

mBERT‑E‑MV and mBERT‑E‑AS models achieved better accuracy than the previous mod‑
els on the aspect polarity classification task. However, the mBERT‑E‑AS model fails to
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surpass the F1‑score value obtained by the Naive Bayes model for the aspect category de‑
tection task. Overall, mBERT‑E‑MV turns out to be the best performer in both the subtasks.

Table 13. Results of Aspect Category Detection andAspect Polarity Classification tasks for IIT‑Patna
Hindi Reviews Dataset: Mobile Apps domain.

Method
Aspect Category Detection PolarityBinary Relevance Label Powerset

P R F1 P R F1 Accuracy
NB [36] 39.30 46.19 42.47 59.20 54.09 56.53 46.78
DT [36] 44.28 41.75 42.97 85.07 24.89 38.51 47.95
SMO [36] 51.73 38.47 44.12 45.77 57.14 50.82 42.10
Method Precision Recall F1‑Score Accuracy
mBERT‑QA‑M 72.22 31.70 44.06 47.68
mBERT‑E‑MV 76.92 48.78 59.70 51.22
mBERT‑E‑AS 70.83 41.46 52.31 48.78

4.2.3. Travel
The results obtained for the Travel domain are presented in Table 14. Both mBERT‑E‑

MV and mBERT‑E‑AS models achieved much better results than the previous models for
both subtasks. The mBERT‑E‑MV model is the best performer for the aspect category de‑
tection task. In contrast, mBERT‑E‑MV and mBERT‑E‑AS performs equally well on the as‑
pect polarity classification task. Overall, for this domain, mBERT‑E‑MVmodel performed
better than the other models.

Table 14. Results of Aspect Category Detection andAspect Polarity Classification tasks for IIT‑Patna
Hindi Reviews Dataset: Travel domain

Method
Aspect Category Detection PolarityBinary Relevance Label Powerset

P R F1 P R F1 Accuracy
NB [36] 26.84 26.88 26.86 20.87 31.90 25.23 56.06
DT [36] 27.98 22.73 25.08 99.82 18.33 30.97 65.20
SMO [36] 25.51 20.67 22.83 15.61 39.55 22.38 60.63
Method Precision Recall F1‑Score Accuracy
mBERT‑NLI‑M 73.91 48.11 58.28 65.09
mBERT‑E‑MV 76.32 54.72 63.74 75.47
mBERT‑E‑AS 78.46 48.11 59.65 75.47

4.2.4. Movies
The results obtained for theMovies domain are presented in Table 15. From the table,

it can be observed that themBERT‑E‑MV andmBERT‑E‑ASmodels achieved better results
than the previous models for the aspect category detection task. However, they failed to
surpass the results obtained by DT and SMO models in the aspect polarity classification
task by a significant amount. Among the ensemble models, mBERT‑E‑MV performed bet‑
ter in the aspect category detection task while mBERT‑E‑AS achieved better results for the
aspect polarity classification task.
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Table 15. Results of Aspect Category Detection andAspect Polarity Classification tasks for IIT‑Patna
Hindi Reviews Dataset: Movies domain

Method
Aspect Category Detection PolarityBinary Relevance Label Powerset

P R F1 P R F1 Accuracy
NB [36] 41.99 65.44 51.15 56.66 63.32 59.81 87.78
DT [36] 47.45 58.12 52.24 64.16 64.38 64.27 91.62
SMO [36] 43.78 59.81 50.55 48.60 63.26 54.97 91.62
Method Precision Recall F1‑Score Accuracy
mBERT‑NLI‑M 77.09 77.52 77.31 73.03
mBERT‑E‑MV 80.70 77.53 79.08 78.09
mBERT‑E‑AS 80.95 76.40 78.61 79.77

5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes two ensemble models based on Multilingual BERT, namely

mBERT‑E‑MV andmBERT‑E‑AS. Our proposedmodels outperformed the existing state‑of‑
the‑art models on Hindi datasets. On the III‑Patna Hindi Reviews dataset, mBERT‑E‑MV
reports F1‑scores of 74.26%, 59.70%, 63.74% and 79.08% on the aspect category detection
task in Electronics, Mobile Apps, Travel and Movies domains, respectively. It reports ac‑
curacies of 69.95%, 51.22%, 75.47% and 78.09% on the aspect polarity classification task for
the four respective domains. Similarly, mBERT‑E‑AS reports F1‑scores of 73.38%, 52.31%,
59.65% and 78.61% on the aspect category detection task for the respective domains. It re‑
ports accuracies of 70.49%, 48.78%, 75.47% and 79.77% on the aspect polarity classification
task for the four respective domains.

Overall, BERT‑based models performed much better than the other models. This is
possible because of the construction of auxiliary sentences from the aspect information,
which is analogous to exponentially increasing the dataset. A sentence si in the original
dataset is transformed into (si, a1), (si, a2),…, (si, ana ) in the sentence pair classification
task. The BERTmodel has an additional advantage in handling sentence pair classification
tasks, which is evident from its impressive improvement on the QA and NLI tasks. This
improvement comes from both unsupervised Masked Language Modeling (MLM) and
the Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) tasks, which are used to pre‑train the BERT model [7].
In MLM, a word in a sentence is masked, and then the model is trained to predict which
wordwasmasked based on the context of theword. InNSP, themodel is trained to predict
whether the two input sentences are connected logically/sequentially or whether they are
unrelated to each other.

In future work, the proposed system can be applied to other NLP problems. As is
evident from the obtained results, there is scope for augmenting the Hindi datasets for
further improvements in performance. There is also scope for introducing a dataset for
the TABSA task in Indian languages, as there is no dataset available for the same purpose.
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